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The Viking village and the Curonian village will serve as a bright tourist destination, as well as tell 

the story of a thousand years ago. For these purposes, in addition to buildings, tailoring of costumes 

of the Viking era of the 9-11 centuries is provided. To promote the border area, the project provides 

for the creation of a mobile application - a historical quest with elements of augmented reality, as 

well as advertising promotion of this application. 
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1.  Introduction. Tribal territory and historical epoch. 

 

                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By the time when Prussian culture emerged, the former ethnocultural 

unity that the Western Balts, formed at the beginning of our era, had long 

ago disintegrated. The Prussian (this ethnonym has been known since the 

9th century) by the beginning of the 6th century occupied the coastal zone 

of the southeastern Baltic, where the territory of the modern Kaliningrad 

region of Russia accounts for the Sambia land (Zelenogradsky district), 

known from later written sources, and parts of the lands of Natangia and 

Warmia (Bagrationovskiy district) (Fig. 1). From the Vistula River delta, 

where the multinational in its population Truso trading post was located, the 

Figure: 1. Tribal territories of the Western Balts in the Viking Age. 
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area of part of the Western Slavs bordered with the land of the Prussian. 

From the east a seemingly immense forest wasteland stretched, which was 

the border between the Prussians, Sudin-Yatvingian, Scalvians and Lamats. 

The last two small tribes lived in the lower reaches of the Neman River. The 

antiquities of southern scalvians are known in the Slavsk and Neman 

regions. From the southeast, the land bordered Skalvins, which was the 

northern part of the Yatvingian tribal area. To the north of the area of the 

Lamats (many archaeologists do not distinguish their antiquity from 

Skalvians) was the land of Curonians, which stretched right up to modern 

city Riga. 

The historical epoch of our interest (IX-XI centuries) is characterized by 

a unique historical phenomenon - the "movement of the Vikings" - sea 

robbers and merchants, traditionally associated by their origin with the 

Scandinavian Peninsula. However, as the results of the latest archaeological 

excavations show, warriors of the Western Balts could rightfully bear the 

name "Vikings". They early realized the benefits of the amber trade and took 

control of most of the Neman trade route, along which amber was supplied 

from the Sambian deposits to the southeast, to the borders of Ancient Rus 

and further, to Byzantium and the countries of Central Asia. This book is 

devoted to the reconstruction of the history of the West Balts conquerors of 

seas and rivers.   
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2.1. The material culture of the Prussian, the extraction and trade of 

amber are the basis of their economy. 

The culture of the Prussian, whose formation beginning dates back to the 

first half of the middle in the 5th century AD, is notable for the fact that it 

contains a lot of signs of the existence in Prussian society of the earliest 

military organization in the Baltic states - a military squads. The Prussian 

military squad which appeared at the end of the Hunnic Wars, largely due 

to the appearance in the Amber Territory of veterans of battles with the 

Roman legions, was controlling the path of the amber trade. At that time so-

called "retinue squad " appeared that was presented by representatives of 

various cultures and ethnic groups in the retinue, and by the formation of 

new features of ritual (first of all, burial with a horse) and the development 

of a kind of decorative style. The confusion of decorative styles of different 

origins led to the fact that during the Viking era, the Prussian did not have 

adornments which were typical only for them. Both men and women of 

Sambia dressed according to the common fashion for the folks of Europe in 

long woolen or linen shirts, belted with a narrow strap. Horseshoe brooches 

served to fasten the corners of the cloak of a warrior's shoulder. The mild 

climate, apparently, did not imply warm winter clothes.  

At the beginning of the VIII century on the eastern border of the Vistula 

delta, a trade and craft settlement of Truso appeared (Fig. 2), surrounded by 

Prussian military burial grounds, which evidently indicates the control of 

the Prussian warriors over the local routes of the amber trade. The 

population of Truso included Scandinavian warriors and merchants, Slavic 

artisans (primarily potters) and Prussian warriors and community members 
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the population of Truso included Scandinavian warriors and merchants, 

Slavic artisans (primarily potters) and Prussian warriors and community 

members. At the end of the IX century Truso survived a Vikings’ raid, who 

destroyed the local port on the coast of the bay and burnt boats with various 

goods that were anchored on the pier.  Later in the final phase of the Viking 

Age Truso revived and functioned. The inhabitants of this settlement were 

trading along the Baltic and along the river Vistula. Only the swamping of 

the bay, along which the local trade routes ran, caused the decline of Truso 

closer to the XII century. 

Figure: 2. Reconstruction of the coastal port area of settlement Truso. 
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 At the edge of the VIII-IX centuries. on the northeastern border of the 

Prussian land, a new trade and handicraft center appeared, quickly eclipsed 

Truso. The name of the new center of Vikings and merchants is Kaup (which 

is presumably translated from Old Icelandic as "Trade or fair"). Kaup was 

located at the southwestern tip of the Curonian Spit, not far from the Brokist 

Strait, which connected the bay with the sea (Fig. 3). Since the creation of 

Figure: 3. Reconstruction of the microregion around the Kaup tract. The territory of the burial ground 

is shown in green. 
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Russia, the flow of goods increased, striving to Sambia from the depths of 

Eastern Europe. Among them, household items occupied an important 

place, including spinning wheels made from Ovruch slate, which were made 

in the vicinity of Kiev. These goods were delivered to the land of the 

Prussians along the river. Neman and along the waters of the Curonian 

Lagoon, which were part of the great route "from the Varangians to the 

Greeks”. After stopping at Kaupe, the merchants continued their journey 

through the Brokist Strait, which cut through the Curonian Spit to the 

northeast of the modern city Zelenogradsk until the XII century, then went 

along the open sea to the island of Gotland and further to the Swedish coastal 

region Roslagen up to Lake Mälaren with the Birka trading point. In the 

mounds and dirt graves studied since 1865 in the forest tract of Kaup, the 

remains of soldiers were accompanied by items of weapons and men's 

clothing (including horseshoe-shaped fibulae with faceted finials), the wives 

of soldiers - details of women's headdress, in particular – pairs of 

tortoiseshell fibulae, chains, silver beads and coin-shaped pendants. For 

women's complexes at the beginning of the IX century, Gotland jewelry sets 

are typical in their origin, including a breast buckle-chain holder (Fig. 4, 

left). Horse bits are usually found in women's complexes. On the top of the 

Kama upland of glacial origin, occupied by a forest tract. Kaup, ground 

burials of West Baltic merchants and craftsmen of the IX-XII centuries, who 

carried out the manufacture of goods sent along the Neman way, were 

uncovered. The Scandinavian warriors buried in the mounds of Kaup were 

their guards, their mounds surrounded the ground burials of the Prussians 

and Curonians on three sides (except the eastern one). Remarkable is the 
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discovery of scales and 

weights, without 

which at that distant 

and glorious time, 

trade was impossible, 

only in two 

Scandinavian mounds. 

Apparently, the 

Scandinavian 

mercenaries received 

everything necessary 

for life from Prussian 

merchants and artisans 

in payment for their 

service, thus they did 

not need hard currency 

and trips to the market. 

In the middle of the X 

century. Hakon, son of the Danish king Harald Bluetooth, tried to establish 

control over Kaup and all of Sambia. It is possible that the Danes succeeded 

for a short time. The Danish medieval historian Saxon Grammaticus 

describes the Danish raid on Sambia: Hakon, son of King Harald, 

nicknamed Bluetooth, attacked the Sembs.  

Hakon, the son of King Harald, called Bluetooth, attacked the Sembs. When 

he saw that his men had grown timid as a consequence of the perilous battle, 

Figure: 4. Complexes of objects from female burials in the Kaup tract. 
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he ordered the ships drawn up on the beach to be set on fire, so as to deprive 

the waverers of any hope of escape. The battle was victorious for the Danish 

sword. The Danes took possession of Samland, married the wives of the 

dead Prussians, and led their lives together with (former-K. V.) enemies" 

(Mühlen B., 1975, S. 1) 

The presence of groups of Scandinavians (it is possible - indeed Danes) 

in Sambia, and - first of all - in its northern part, is perfectly illustrated by 

the data of local archeology (features of Scandinavian rituals and Prussian 

copies of military equipment of northern origin in the middle - second half 

of the 10th century). 

At that time, Kaup was surrounded by a real ring of sanctuaries, through 

which the Prussians-communes living on Sambia could not penetrate the 

territory of the merchant and military freemen (an analogue of the later 

Zaporozhye Sich), extraterritorial for Prussian religious institutions and 

laws. These laws are known as the "Videuta Commandments", left, 

according to local legend, by the first Prussian prince. Most likely, it was 

this sacred barrier that was crossed on April 23, 997 by the first missionary 

of Prussia - Wojciech-Adalbert, Bishop of Prague, who sought to preach the 

word of Christ on the Kaup. There he was waiting for an international 

audience, including a Slavic audience, who could understand the 

missionary's speech. The punishment overtook him, the martyr was defeated 

by the priest of Sikko and sacrificed to the Prussian gods literally half a 

kilometer to the west of Torzhishche. In 1010. The Polish king Boleslaw I 

the Brave, as a revenge for the death of the missionary, destroyed the central 

Prussian sanctuary of Romove (now Grünwalde/Lipovka, Bagrationovsky 
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district). The sanctuary was later moved by the Prussians much further east, 

to the bank of the Auxinne River/Blue, where the village of 

Schlossberg/Bochagi (Chernyakhovsky district) is now located. 

Soon, in 1016, the Danish king Canute the Great, who sought to establish 

a monopoly of his merchants throughout the Baltic, burned Kaup, whose 

inhabitants were competitors for the Danes in trade in the Baltic. The Danish 

ruler set up his outposts on the seashore. These observation posts were 

guarded by groups of royal warriors (most likely former Vikings), who 

strictly monitored the payment of tribute by merchants to Canute. At the 

same time, these points were turned by coasting ships carrying Prussian and 

Curonian goods to distant Denmark, among which amber and furs occupied 

an important place. Seafarers received the necessary rest in these harbors 

and replenished their water and food supplies.  

On the territory of the present-day Kaliningrad Region, archaeological 

research has revealed several sites that have preserved traces of military and 

commercial activity of the Scandinavians and the Western Balts. These 

points are located in the western part of the Neman trade route, which led 

from Scandinavia through Sambia to Kievan Rus (Fig. 5). Without a doubt, 

Northern Sambia was the last bastion for the Vikings in Christian Europe. 

 In parallel with the capture of England by William the Conqueror, which 

is generally recognized as marking the end of the Viking age, burials 

continue to be erected in Prussia with the typical pagan warriors of the sea 

burning in a boat, with ritually bent weapons decorated with silver plating 

after firing on the funeral pyre. The craftsmen who escaped from the 

burning Kaup dispersed to the nearby villages of the Prussians and 
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continued for at least two generations to make pseudo-damask (inlaid with 

various 

grades of iron) spearheads, which sleeves were decorated with a clad 

flame-shaped ornament of a variant characteristic only of Sambia. In the 

XI-XII centuries, the presence of Curonians grew on the Kaup, as 

evidenced by the materials of the Small Kaup ground burial ground. It is 

known that the Prussians were afraid of the sea element and did not settle 

on the sea coast. The Curonians, on the other hand, were born navigators 

and therefore first settled the present Lithuanian Seashore, and then the 

Curonian Spit and Northern Sambia. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. The western segment of the Neman trade route. 
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2.2.Reconstruction of the history of the Prussians in the Viking Age. 

 

For a long time, the question of the tribal area of the Prussians was not 

resolved in European historical science. For the first time, 11 "Prussian 

Figure: 6. "Prussian lands" in the XIII century. 
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lands" are mentioned in the "Chronicle of the Prussian Land" by Peter von 

Dussburg, denoting the Order's theater of operations in the southeastern 

Baltic (Fig. 6). 

Simon Grunau in 1526 reports in the "Prussian Chronicle" information 

about the division of the Prussian land into 12 parts according to the number 

of sons of the legendary leader Videut. At the same time, one of the sons, 

named Litfo, allegedly received Lithuania, obviously not associated with the 

Prussians. 

The very location of the land of the Prussians at the intersection of sea 

and river roads, the possession of the priceless treasure of the Baltic - amber 

deposits - made it a favorite haven for Scandinavian merchants and warriors. 

Many features in the culture of the Scandinavians and Prussians of the 6th-

11th centuries amaze with their similarities. Similar ways of development 

of social structures of Sambia and Scandinavia allow us to speak about the 

formation in the 10th century on the Amber Coast of Viking squads with the 

Gotlandians, Prussians and even the Western Slavs in their composition. 

The only condition that ensured the stay of foreigners on the Amber Coast 

was the fulfillment of the most important commandment of Videvut: “All 

neighbors who honor our gods and bring sacrifices to them must be loved 

and revered by us” (Kulakov V.I., 1994, p. 150) ... These international 

squads ensured the safety of the merchants' activities along the Neman trade 

route, the most important part of which was the section of the route along 

the Brokist Strait and along the Curonian Lagoon to the mouth of the Neman 

River. In the XII century. the influence and power of the Sambian 

international squad are sharply reduced. This is largely due to the decline of 
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the Viking Age. Gradually, horse burials disappear from the Prussian burial 

grounds, and the proportion of the presence of weapons in the upper tiers of 

the graves noticeably decreases (up to complete disappearance). Until 1100, 

the latest in Europe burials in boats disappeared on Sambia - the last echo 

of the Viking funeral rite. Abundant household items and weapons are 

replaced in the graves of the Amber Region with ceramic vessels made on a 

potter's wheel and modest details of personal use. In the corpses of the “late 

pagan era” (ie, the pre-Order period) there is already only one tier, in which 

fragments of calcified bones are scattered among the remains of the funeral 

pyre. In the XII century, the rite of corpse placement with a northern 

orientation was gradually spreading among the Prussians, associated with 

the influence of the ritual traditions of Christianity, the mission of which 

was started in historical Prussia in 997 by St. Wojciech-Adalbert. The 

Prussians on their last journey are accompanied by bronze horseshoe-shaped 

brooches with washer-shaped (German "mohnköpfige") tops, later, up to the 

14th century. - with the heads of goats - the sacred companions of God 

Perkuno. Among the representatives of the Prussian and Yatvyazh nobility 

in the early Order, such brooches, made of silver, reach considerable sizes 

(Fig. 7). Feminine complexes, in addition to brooches, are characterized by 

glass beads. The corpses of the XII-XIII centuries are accompanied by a 

spearhead and the remains of a belt set. 
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 If at the beginning of the 12th century, two-tier burials with weapons in 

the Prussian area were not traced, such burial complexes appear in the 

Aukštait area (12 ground burial grounds in the area of modern Kaunas, 

Lietuva). Prussian material of this time is found in the urban layers of 

northwestern Russia 

and in southern 

Poland. All this 

testifies to the 

confirmation of the 

hypothesis about the 

departure of the 

Prussian squad from 

their homeland as a 

result of some 

historical event and / 

or social conflict 

(Kulakov V.I., 1994, p. 154) that took place in the Yantarny Territory. After 

the departure of the squad in Prussian society, elements of the "sacred 

kingdom" (according to J. Fraser) reappear, under the rule of the priests a 

"confederation" of Prussian lands is formed (Pashuto V.T., 1955, pp. 72-

74), united not only by an ethnocultural community, but also by the same 

cult norms. Real power in Prussian society passes from the warriors to the 

priests. By the beginning of the 13th century, the Prussian area expanded to 

the left bank of the Neman in the east and to the middle course of the Lava 

in the south. Here the Prussians entered into direct military contact with the 

Figure: 7. Fibula from the hoard in Skomenten / Skomacko. 
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Slavs of Mazovia. The question arose about the form of Polish retaliatory 

actions that could secure the region from Prussian raids. On the part of 

Catholic Poland, military campaigns in the Prussian lands took the form of 

the Christianization of the pagans. It was stimulated by the small-scale 

crusades of the Polish feudal lords to the western Baltic lands in 1222-1223. 

This only intensified the confrontation on the northern border of Mazovia, 

which had not stopped since 1216. The situation for the Polish feudal lords 

was becoming practically hopeless. The Prussians were elusive in the 

endless forests on the borders of Mazovia. Help to the Christians of the 

northeastern outskirts unexpectedly came from the south, from the territory 

of Hungary, where the Teutonic knights had moved from Palestine. Prince 

Konrad Mazowiecki invited the Teutonic Order to take part in repelling the 

Prussian threat, providing for this for a period of 20 years the territory of 

their possessions. 

With the end of the Viking era, the Prussians' economy was rebuilt: the 

leading role was shifted from amber mining, transit trade and military 

campaigns to agriculture. This change is systematically leading Prussian 

society to a rigorous stabilization of social relations and property rights. 

True, the role of the collective suzerain is performed not by the princely 

retinue collecting tribute by right of force, but a group of Wydelot priests 

receiving sacrifices to the Prussian gods. Already from the 12th century, the 

data of Prussian archeology allow us to speak about the formation of the 

territorial-administrative structure of the Prussians. Its primary constituent 

unit was the individual family. Several families, linked by a common origin 

and led by an elder (“vursheit”) (Fig. 8), settled on the farm and owned 
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inherited land (Prussian “laux” - “field”). Several such farmsteads formed a 

volost (Prussian. "Polka"), which included a rounded settlement, where a 

popular assembly periodically gathered and collective sacrifices could be 

carried out. In the intervals 

between these meetings, power 

in the "regiment" was exercised 

by an elected body - Herrschaft 

/ "lord", in which the priests 

were supreme. On the territory 

of the "regiment" they were 

dwelling in well-fortified 

settlements with two sites, on 

one of which the people's 

representatives lived, on the 

other, in case of danger, the 

neighboring inhabitants with 

their cattle could find refuge. As 

a rule, behind the outer rampart 

of such settlements there was an open settlement of peasants dependent on 

the "lord". Perhaps this was the prototype of the later Prussian village - 

"kaym", known from medieval written sources. At the same time, life 

continued on the traditional Prussian cape settlements, located on the banks 

of rivers and streams and fortified by a single rampart and a ditch (Kulakov 

V.I., 1994: 85, 86). In each of the Prussian volosts, a fortification was built, 

equipped with a spirally arranged rampart. According to written sources, 

Figure: 8. Wursheit before the sacrifice. 
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these settlements were a gathering place for Prussian militia members in 

case of a military threat. Also, in each volost there was a settlement with 

two sites, which was, possibly, the seat of a government organ (gentlemen).  

 

2.3. Antiquities of the scalvs, their role in the activity of the Neman 

trade route. Skalvians’ neighbors Yatvingians. 

 

 If the Prussians inhabited the Sambia Peninsula, the microregion of the 

southeastern Baltic that was most suitable for human habitation, then their 

eastern neighbors, the scalvians, were located in the low-lying part of 

Ponemanye. At the same time, this West 

Baltic tribe inhabited both banks of this 

anciently grandiose river. It was the waters 

of the “great-Neman”, which in prehistoric 

times reached the width of its channel of 

several kilometers, that brought the 

resinous trunks of fallen trees to the sea 

coast, the resin of which turned into amber 

over the centuries.      At the initial stage of 

development of Prussian archeology, which 

received a powerful impetus with the 

formation of the Society for the Study of 

Antiquities “Prussia” in Königsberg in 

1844, the lower reaches of the Neman did 

not attract the attention of Königsberg Figure: 9. Adalbert Bezzenberger. 
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scientists. However, after the chairman of the Society for the Study of 

Antiquities “Prussia” (Konigsberg) was elected on April 8, 1891, the 

linguist and ethnographer Adalbert Bezzenberger (Fig. 9), who gave a lot of 

effort to the study of the eastern neighbors of the Prussians, the situation 

with the archaeology of Curonian and Skalve changed for the better. It is 

witnessed on the map Emil Hollace: around Memel/Klaipėda by the time of 

the map was published, a significant number of ground burial grounds of the 

1st millennium AD had been researched. In "the age of Bezzenberger" (This 

is how the famous Königsberg archaeologist Heinrich Kemke called the 

stage in the development of Prussian archeology in the late 19th - early 20th 

centuries) began excavations of burial mounds in the lower reaches of the 

Nemunas, the klaipėda region (including Oberhof/Aukštakiemis 1886 

Andullen/Anduliai 1895, etc.). For the first time, A. Bezzenberger got 

acquainted with the materials of local antiquities (Schernen/Šernai ground 

burial ground) already in 1883. One of the first finds from the 

Weszeiten/Vešeai ground burial ground was published. 

In terms of the composition and appearance of the artifacts of antiquity, 

the early medieval Skalvians, as well as the modern Prussian ones, are close 

both to the range of the Danube finds of the Hunnic time, and to the material 

of Sambia of the initial stage of Prussian culture. The spread of burials with 

knives-daggers suggests a tendency among the Vidivarians and their 

descendants in the end of V and early VI centuries moved from Sambia to 

the east, mastering the trade route along the Neman River, entering the forest 

areas of the Upper Poneman region and breaking through to Eastern Europe, 

rich in furs. Earlier, at the end of the period of Roman influence in the lower 
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reaches of the Neman River, the control over the trade route was exercised 

by the squads of local warriors, organized within the framework of the clan 

structure. Their strongholds were located on the edges of large forests, on 

the edge of the second above-floodplain terrace of the Neman River, 

occupying the heights dominating the terrain. 

Findings at the Linkuhnen / Rzhevskoe burial ground (left bank of the 

Neman, Slavsky district) correspond to later periods of the history of the 

scalvs. In the 11th century, the burial complexes of the Prussians-warriors 

in terms of the set of implements (albeit not always luxurious), in the 

details of the rite and in the presence of female burials are very close to the 

synchronous complexes of Skalvian warriors. Both there and there there 

are cremations in the form of an accumulation of the remains of a funeral 

pyre. All this points to the close ties that existed at the end of the Viking 

Age between the population of the Amber Coast and the lower reaches of 

the river Neman. True, the horse complexes known in Sambia in the lower 

part of the gravel pit are not typical for the Scalvians. An important 

ethnographic sign of the antiquity of the Scalvians is the tradition of 

burying the cremated remains of fellow tribesmen in small wooden 

caskets. The wealth of the members of the Scalvians society was 

determined by the number of items of burial implements. The men in one 

burial could contain several swords and fibulas (Fig. 10), which were 

obviously products of transit trade operations (possibly a tribute to 

merchant caravans), which the Skalvian warriors controlled on the Neman 

route. It is noteworthy that in the land of the Skalvians for the Viking Age, 

an extremely small number of Scandinavian imports and, moreover, 
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features of Northern 

European customs are 

known. This directly 

indicates that the 

Skalvians and their 

neighbors in the X-XI 

centuries took trade 

(and, obviously, 

military operations) in 

the lower reaches of 

the Nemunas into their 

own hands, not 

wanting to share the 

benefits of amber trade 

with foreigners. The 

beginning of this 

"pressure to the east" 

was laid by the 

remnants of the Germanic squads of the Hunnic period, mentioned by the 

historian Jordan under the name Vidivarii. At the end of the 5th century, 

they advanced from the mouth of the river. The Vistula to the east and 

through Sambia ended up in Ponemane. There they began to control 

the trade route to Eastern Europe, later passing on this tendency to the 

Skalvians, among whom the newcomers assimilated. 

Figure: 10. Inventory of burial Li-25/1929 at Linkuhnen / Rzhevskoye 

burial ground. 
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The northeastern part of the Skalvian area was occupied by the hilly right 

bank of the Neman, the southwestern part, the left, high bank of the river. 

Historically, on the right bank of the river there were burial grounds of the 

Skalvians (with the exception of Linkuhnen / Rzhevskoye, widely known 

in Prussian archeology), and fortifications on the capes of the left bank. 

One of them - Paskalwen - is located to the west of the present day. Tilsit / 

Sovetska and amazes with the power of its earthworks (Fig. 11). To the 

south of this settlement there is an open settlement - a settlement. And to 

the west of the Paskalwen settlement, the remains of the rampart that once 

surrounded the crusader camp have been preserved. Their army in 1277, 

under the command of the Landmaster of Prussia Konrad Thierberg, 

Figure: 11. The Paskalwen fortified settlement in the tract. Schalauenburg. The plan, taken by 

I.M. Giza in 1826 
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stormed the Raganita settlement, which later acquired the name Paskalwen 

(ie, "belonging to the scalv") (Kulakov V.I., 2002, p. 264). The 

northeastern part of the scalv area was occupied by the hilly right bank of 

the Neman, the southwestern part, the left, high bank of the river. 

Historically, on the right bank of the river there are burial grounds of 

Skalvians (with the exception of Linkuhnen / Rzhevskoye, widely known 

in Prussian archeology), and fortifications on the capes of the left bank. 

One of them - Paskalwen - is located to the west of the present day. Tilsit / 

Sovetska and amazes with the power of its earthworks (Fig. 11). To the 

south of this settlement there is an open settlement - a settlement. And to 

the west of the Paskalwen settlement, the remains of the rampart that once 

surrounded the crusader camp have been preserved. Their army in 1277, 

under the command of the Landmaster of Prussia Konrad Thierberg, 

stormed the Raganita settlement, which later acquired the name Paskalwen 

(ie, "belonging to the Skalvians") (Kulakov V.I., 2002, p. 264). To the 

east, the order castle Ragnit was founded, now - the city of Neman. In 

1289, the Crusaders founded the Tilsit / Sovetsk fortress in the Skalv land, 

an important stronghold on the border of the Teutonic Order and 

Lithuanian tribes. East of this point, on the right bank of the river. Neman 

is a powerful hill in the tract. Rambinas. According to local legend, the 

religious life of the Skalvians was concentrated here, and their central 

sanctuary with a prayer stone was located. Unfortunately, at the beginning. 

XIX century. German Protestant settlers destroyed this stone as part of the 

fight against the remnants of local traditional cults. Nowadays, the 
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Rambinas Upland is very popular among lovers of Lithuanian historical 

ethnography. 

Archaeological data indicate that a number of typological lines of 

development of details of the attire of Masurian women, which developed 

during the 6th-7th centuries, at the turn of the 7th-8th centuries. interrupted 

and continues, and for no apparent reason, in the Prussian environment on 

the shores of the Vistula Lagoon (Natangia land), in the lower reaches of the 

river. Nemunas near the Skalvians and to the north, in the Curonian 

environment. In Prussian folklore, there is a mention of a grandiose battle 

(in the Alle / Ława / Lava river basin), in which the Prussians defeated the 

Mazons (inhabitants of the Masurian Lake District) and seized their 

settlements. The central episode of this battle - the duel of the commanders 

- is reflected in the 

famous gold "ring 

from Strobienen" 

(Fig. 12). The 

Masurian jewelry 

found among the 

Prussians was later 

replicated by the 

master jewelers of the Amber Coast. Some of the trophies seized from the 

inhabitants of the Masurian Lake District went to the Skalvians and 

Curonians, who apparently fought on the side of the Prussians.  

Figure: 12. The central part of the image on the "Strobienen ring". 
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 Ethnographic signs of the southeastern neighbors of the Prussians - the 

Sudins, occupying hilly plains interspersed with swamps to the east of the 

present Kaliningrad region, in the middle of the 1st millennium. AD there are 

stone-earthen embankments over corpses (Fig. 13), molded vessels with a 

roughened outer surface and fingertips. From VII to XI centuries. in the 

eastern part of the Masurian Lake District and further to the east, their 

antiquity is not yet known. Once again, stone-earthen burial mounds, which 

had already covered the cremations, appear here in the 11th-12th centuries, 

corresponding to the descendants of the Sudins - the annalistic Yatvingians. 

Figure: 13. Plan and section of the Yatvyazhsky mound of the 2nd century. lesson Kunterstrauch (near Cranz / 

Zelenogradsk). 
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The origin of this ethnonym, which has either ethnic or social significance, 

is still not clear. The Yatvingian range covers Eastern Mazury, southwestern 

Lithuania (Suwalkia) and part of the present Grodno region of Belarus. 

Attention should be paid to the correspondence of the Yatvyazh tribal area 

to the distribution of sandy soils in the Mazurian Poozerie. The Yatvyazhsky 

"settlement island" in the vicinity of the town of Gusev also occupies a 

microregion with sandy soils. Apparently, the use of sandy soil 

corresponded to the economic traditions of the Yatvingians. The military 

activity of the Yatvingians, in the XI-XII centuries, who made numerous 

raids with predatory purposes on the West Russian and East Polish lands, 

led to the fact that the Galician-Volyn princes repeatedly went on retaliatory 

campaigns in the land of the Yatvingians and partially put it under their 

control. 

The Polish historian Matvey Mekhovsky reports on the resettlement of a 

part of the Yatvingians in North-Western Russia, in the region of Novgorod 

the Great. It is there that archaeologists study special burial structures - 

burials, which constructively go back precisely to the Yatvyazh ritual 

tradition. The fact of forcible resettlement by Russian princes in the XII-

XIII centuries is not excluded part of the Yatvingians to the Novgorod 

region to weaken the Yatvingians military-political grouping. 

In 1283, the troops of the Teutonic Order completed the conquest of the 

Yatvingian land that remained free from foreign oppression. The remnants 

of their troops under the leadership of Prince Skurdo crossed over to 

Lithuania. In the XIII-XIV centuries. The order authorities, taking 

advantage of the proximity of the Prussian and Yatvingian dialects, resettled 
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some of the Yatvingians to Sambia to strengthen their power over the local 

communities. Until the 17th century. the north-western part of Sambia was 

called "Sudauer Ecke" (German: Sudauer Ecke), which testifies to the 

existence of the memory of the Yatvingians' resettlement to the Amber 

Coast. After the Battle of Grunwald (1410), part of the land of the 

Yatvingians that was subordinate to the order went to Lithuania (now - 

Marijampole district and neighboring lands). 

 

2.4. 4. Curonian - the conquerors of the sea. Contacts and 

confrontation with the Scandinavians. 

 

Like the Prussians, their northern neighbors, the Curonians, occupied the 

coastal zone of the southeastern Baltic. True, if the Prussians, ritualistically 

fearing the open water surface, settled no closer than 1 km to the sea coast, 

the Curonians located their settlements directly on the coast. During the 

Viking era, the Curonians, who previously occupied the coastal zone on the 

territory of the present. Latvia and North-Western Lithuania, begin to move 

southward and gradually occupy the Curonian Spit. One of the variants of 

the Curonian funeral rite is multiple cremations at the site of the grave, as a 

result of which various parts of the burial inventory were accumulated in 

this place. The presence of the features of the ritual known in Curonian 

antiquities at eight burial grounds in Sambia directly testifies to the 

Curonian presence at the end of the Viking Age in this citadel of Prussian 

culture. The same features are also present in the Curonian burial grounds 

located on the mainland coast at the northwestern tip of the Curonian Spit 
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(present-day Klaipeda region of Lithuania). True, there is still no final 

clarity with the genesis of this form of ritual. It is possible that this rite was 

born in the Prussian environment on Sambia and was later adopted by the 

Curonians who settled on the Curonian Spit and lived at its northwestern 

end. Klaipeda archaeologist Vladas Zhulkus has already proved the fact of 

the spread of the traditions of cremations among the Curonians in the 8th-

11th centuries as a result of cult borrowings from the bearers of the Prussian 

culture. Since that time, material evidence of the influence of the Curonians 

on the Prussian population of Sambia has also become increasingly evident. 

Since the 10th century, the ritual of “collective” cremations in burial pits up 

to 5 meters long has been spreading in the southern Curonian area. V. 

Zhulkus considers these graves to be family and indicative for 

differentiation "by profession" (the graves contained the remains of 

warriors). It is believed that the principle of this form of ritual among the 

Curonians and some of the Scandinavians was that the burning was carried 

out on the side, then “the bones of those burned along with the remnants of 

a fire, charred stones and fragments of equipment scattered over the surface 

of the earth” (Zhulkus V., 2004, p.160). This rite also appears on the 

Sambian burial grounds. Apparently, the Curonian soldiers took an active 

part in the activities of the Prussian squads. Yes, and Curonian women found 
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husbands in the Prussian environment. The solution to the problem of 

settling the Curonian Spit with Curonians is logical in light of the spread of 

brooches with closed tops (Fig. 14) from Sambia, the place of their 

appearance in Prussian jewelry workshops, in a northeastern direction, to 

the area of Curonians. The spread of the version of the Curonian rite and the 

indicated brooches went on simultaneously in the 11th century towards each 

other. Since at the Stangenwalde burial ground in the central part of the 

Curonian Spit there are rudiments of this ritual (in the form of remnants of 

a fire poured into coffins with the bodies of the dead), the path of movement 

of the carriers of these features of the ritual through the scythe is clear and 

beyond doubt. Articulated brooches are always present on Sambian burial 

grounds with such rituals. They were one of the markers of the Prussian and 

Figure: 14. Fibula with closed tops in burial K36 burial ground Kl. Kaup. 
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Curonian material cultures of the 10th-11th centuries, they were cast from 

bronze and were simplified replicas of the Gotland horseshoe-shaped 

brooches. The surface of these brooches was often covered with silver or 

zinc foil, or filled with molten tin imitating silver. Carried across the 

Curonian Lagoon and across the Baltic Sea by merchants who followed 

from Kaup along the Curonian Spit, these brooches ended up in Curonian 

settlements on this spit and at its northwestern tip already until the end of 

the 11th century - the beginning of the 12th century. By the way, the treasure 

of silver jewelry, discovered in the Garbik tract in 1892 and possibly 

associated with the activities of Curonian pirates off the coast of Northern 

Sambia, dates back to this very time. Another material indicator of the 

Curonian antiquity is the plate and bar-shaped bracelets, which are presented 

in female burials of the X-XIII centuries in the land of the Curonians. 

At the edge of the X-XI centuries, the Curonians appear on the settlement 

Korallenberge / Khvoinoe on the Curonian Spit within the alluvial "island" 

of Rossitten. By the end of 1016, the local settlement of the first horizon 

was destroyed by fire (attack by the Danish troops of Kanut Magnus) and a 

settlement of the upper, second horizon appeared here. A long house with 

wicker walls plastered with clay appears on this settlement, where Danish 

sailors supposedly stayed, who at the behest of Canut Magnus became the 

masters of the Baltic. Danish trade caravans followed coastal routes along 

the Curonian Spit. Here their food and water supplies were replenished and 

knarr boats were repaired. The products of Curonian jewelers were of great 

importance for the Baltic peoples. In particular, the land of the Curonians 

became the birthplace of one of the most popular among the Baltic warriors 
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of the sword scabbard with the image of a pair of birds. There is no clear 

point of view about the origin of the images on these arrowheads among 

researchers of the archeology of the southeastern Baltic. In late antique and 

Byzantine decorative art, a pair of symmetrically located peacocks in front 

of a crucifix, a cup (Grail) or a palm tree has been a common plot since the 

4th-5th centuries AD. 

 If in the X - beginning of 

the XI century the image of 

the Icelandic gyrfalcon was 

a sign of the soldier's 

belonging to the squad 

formation (including on the 

tip of the sword sheath - 

Fig. 15) (Kulakov VI, 

Markowets M.Yu., 2004, p. 

182-184), Then the next 

generation of craftsmen, knowing that the tip should have an image of a 

feathered one, solved this problem in their own way. In our case, the 

traditional Byzantine subject with two peacocks, presented not only on 

mosaics (the Balts, of course, did not see them), became a model for the 

creations of the masters of the Southeastern Baltic, but also on fabrics that 

apparently arrived along the Dvina and Neman sections of the route “from 

the Varangians to the Greeks." This Byzantine import naturally settled in the 

interfluve of the lower reaches of the mentioned rivers, where arrowheads 

with birds found distribution, which ended up in the burial inventory of 

Figure: 15. The emblem of the Prussian squad on the tip of the 

sword scabbard from the cultural layer of the Kl./ Kaup burial 

ground. 
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Curonian warriors, scattered (at the end of their life path) along their tribal 

area.  

In the land of the Curonians, their own specific forms of swords 

appeared. The distribution of findigs of details of hilts (crosshairs and 

pommels) of J.P. T I in the Baltic and Eastern Europe (Fig. 16) leads us to 

concluding that swords with bronze details, equipped in the Curonian area, 

then went through the river Neman to the Middle Dnieper, with other words 

Figure: 16. Distribution in the Baltic States and Eastern Europe of finds of parts of the 

hilts of Curonian swords of the J.P. T I. 
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they followed the path "from the Varangians to the Greeks." The Neman 

Amber Route was controlled in the 11th century by Curonian and Skalvian 

warriors. Taking into account the fact of the ritual, later - representative (in 

the modern sense - ceremonial) character of Curonian swords with bronze 

details, one can try to reconstruct the reasons for such a wide spread of this 

form of weapon in Eastern Europe. Since the gift sword was the most 

important aspect of relationships in society for the Viking era (Jackson T., 

2009, p. 264), swords of the J.P. T I (in any case, part of them) could have 

been awarded to the soldiers who guarded the caravans on the Neman-

Dnieper route by the Curonian retinue leaders who controlled the source of 

this trade route. Thus, logically explained by the comparative uniformity of 

the design such as swords J.P. T I, found in the vast expanses of Ancient 

Russia, mainly on the trade routes connecting north and south. For a fairly 

short period of time (XII-XIII centuries), a form of cold steel, rare for 

ancient Europe - cult swords - from a unique object in its shape has turned 

into a widely replicated type of virtually purely ceremonial weapon. 

By the 11th century, the Curonian squad went through a difficult path of 

formation and development. According to the text of the medieval 

chronicler Rimpert, the Curonians in 852-853. paid the Swedes (something 

resembling a "state association") tribute. At the same time, the Curonians 

also had a certain social structure (lat. Regnum) with five “cities” (lat. Urbs). 

Among them are Seeborg (traditionally compared by archaeologists with the 

settlement near Grobiņa, judging by the context - with the Skabárža 

fortification) and Apulia. Both of these "cities" were sequentially stormed, 

and the latter was stormed by the Swedes with great tension. The fact that 
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the Swedish merchants were the initiators of the final attack on the "city" of 

Apulia indicates that the purpose of the Swedish raid on the land of the 

Curonians was not only the desire to receive tribute, but also trade 

competition. Archaeologically, traces of the storming of the middle of the 

9th century on the Apuolė settlement, comparable to the “city” of Apulia 

Rimpert, were found in the excavations in the form of arrowheads and 

dartheads presented in the lower layer of the cultural layer of the settlement, 

associated with Swedish antiquities of the 9th-10th centuries (Nerman B., 

2009, S. 53). 

Strict restrictions on the activities of foreigners who did not sacrifice to the 

local gods (as indicated in the Seventeen Commandments of Videuta) in the 

West Baltic area did not contribute to the formation of trade and handicraft 

settlements in the Curonian land. Outside of the historically formed 

Scandinavian enclaves such as Grobiņa and Kaup, North European 

"imports" in the West Balt environment of the 9th-10th centuries are very 

rare (Bliujienė A., 2008, fig. 1). This feature of the southeastern Baltic in 

the 9th-10th centuries led to the fact that in the 11th century local merchants 

carried out active trade operations along the Neman and Daugava trade 

routes, using products of local craftsmen made according to local or 

Scandinavian patterns as a commodity (Kulakov V.I., 2012, p. 108). The 

Curonians were experienced sailors and were the thunderstorm of the Baltic 

in the final phase of the Viking Age. Written sources, first of all - the data 

of the Knütling Saga which is written about 1260 and tells about the rulers 

of Denmark from 950 to 1187, directly testify to the threat hanging over 

Northern Sambia due to the sea attacks of Curonian pirates. In particular, 
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the Sambian merchant Vitgaud (Vitgautr, judging by the name - 

Scandinavian in its origin) conducted his trade in the Baltic, was forced, 

fleeing from the Curonian sea robbers, in a certain summer to turn his boat 

from the Curonian coast to Denmark, to the court of King Knut Lavard in 

Hedeby (Mühlen B., 1975, S. 2). Having found the favor of the Danish ruler, 

Wittgaud then headed the wedding embassy in Novgorod, the daughter of 

Prince Mstislav Vladimirovich Ingeborg for Knut Lavard (Androshchuk, 

2002, p. 122). 

 

2.5. Points of trading activity at the beginning of the Neman trade route. 

 

The current state of Kaliningrad archeology makes it possible to identify the 

main points of finds of evidence of the trade and military activity of the 

Scandinavians and Western Balts on the western outskirts of the Baltic. The 

indicated points of the finds of this evidence are as follows: 

1. Soil burial ground – 1 Klintsovka / Wickiau (Irzekapinis tract). Located 

off the northern coast of Sambia, 0.3 km north of the village. Klintsovka 

(Zelenogradsky District, Kaliningrad Region). Excavations in 1977-1986 at 

the burial ground revealed 163 ground burials of the 5th - early 12th century. 

Most of them have signs of ritualism characteristic of Prussian culture 

("temporary" urns, a horse skin in the second tier of the grave). However, in 

9 burials, boat burnings were found outside. This feature of the rituals of 

Irzekapinis corresponds to its Prussian name, translated into Russian as "The 

Graves of the Rowers." As a rule, in the above-mentioned burials of the late 

X - early XI centuries sets of weapons and equipment of Scandinavian origin 
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are presented, as, incidentally, in some graves with Prussian features of 

ritual. 

2. Settlement Malinovka / Wargenau (Prussian. "Settlement of the 

Varangians") (Zelenogradsky district of the Kaliningrad region). Judging by 

the identity of the ceramic finds at the Irzekapinis burial ground located 0.3 

km south of this settlement, the inhabitants of the Malinovka / Wargenau 

settlement buried their dead in its graves. Excavations in 1979 on it revealed 

the remains of a semi-dugout with pillar walls and an adobe vaulted furnace. 

3. Treasure on Garbik Island (Zelenogradsk, Kaliningrad region) (Fig. 17). 

Judging by the paleogeographic reconstructions, the Garbik tract, located 2 

km southeast of the city center of Zelenogradsk, in the Viking era was an 

island on the right bank of the Zelenogradsk / Beek river near the place of 

its channel expansion.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Garbike treasure is one of the completely forgotten deposits of Northern 

Europe and the Baltic, hidden during the Viking Age. The discovery in this 

complex of a profiled silver round brooch of the "Gotland" type with rod-

Figure: 17. Fibula from the treasure on the island Garbik / Garbik (Zelenogradsk, 

Kaliningrad region). 
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shaped torcs of the "Lithuanian type" makes it possible to attribute the 

treasure from Garbik to the turn of the 11th-12th centuries. 

4. Ground burial ground Sosnovka / Bledau / Darienen (Zelenogradsky 

district of Kaliningrad region), located 3 km east of Kaup. In 1934, during 

the excavations carried out by W. Gerte, 8 cremations were found at the 

burial ground, covered with stonework. The inventory of burial No 1 

included: a rolled sword type J.P. X, 6 bent lanceolate spearheads, broken 

lanceolate spearhead, dart tip, crossbow brooch with corrugated body, 

horseshoe brooch with faceted arc tops, crossbow brooch, Sproßenfibel, 

cruciform, other curved bracelet lyre buckle and other items (Mühlen B., 

1975, Taf. 55.1). Burial 1 can be dated to the end of X - beginning of XI 

centuries.  

5. The Muromskoe / Laptau earthen burial ground (Zelenogradsky district 

of the Kaliningrad region), located 4 km south of Kaup. Here, in the 

excavated 33 Prussian cremations of the XI-XII centuries. there were three 

battle axes of the type J.P. M, characteristic primarily of the Northern 

European offensive weapons set. In the end of XIX century. In the vicinity 

of the village of Laptau (on the burial ground), an equilateral poleaxe, 

luxuriously ornamented in the Glando style, typologically ascending to the 

J.P. M. Sekira, found at Laptau and possessing on one of its planes the figure 

of an Icelandic gyrfalcon - the emblem of the Vikings of Scandinavia and 

Sambia - could get to the Amber Coast only with its owner - a former 

Byzantine mercenary Varangian who had returned to the north. His path 

could run along the river. Vistula and along the Neman trade route. 
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6. Kovrovo / Dollkeim soil burial ground (Zelenogradsky district of the 

Kaliningrad region), located 6 km south-west of Kaup. Among the 373 

burials excavated at the burial ground, the Viking era complexes constitute 

an insignificant part and are undoubtedly left by the bearers of the Prussian 

culture. 

7. Settlement Korallen-Berg (Süd) (Curonian Spit), located 4 km west of the 

village. Rybachy, 31 km north-east of Kaup. Excavations in 2001 and 2002 

on the southern dune tract Korallen-Berg discovered the remains of a pillar 

building (Fig. 18), which was a part of the estate of the X-XI centuries. The 

estate, which survived 2 construction periods, was in fact a parking place 

for crews of coasters following along the Curonian Spit between Kaup and 

the lower reaches of the river Neman. Judging by the findings, both the 

Scandinavians (including the Gotland) and the Curonians left traces of their 

stay at the Korallen-Berg estate. In addition to the place of lodging, repair 

Figure: 18. Reconstruction of the "long house" at the Korallen-Berge settlement. 
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of ships and the receipt of their travel supplies by the crews, the inhabitants 

of the estate accumulated stocks of amber and bone-horny raw materials. In 

any case, this product was a commodity for commercial transactions. 

Findings on the Korallen-Berg estate of fragments of circular ceramics with 

ax-shaped rims, typical for Kiev vessels of the second half of X century, 

point to the Middle Dnieper region, as the region inhabited by the trading 

partners of the inhabitants of the estate. It is possible that these trading 

partners of the Curonians were engaged in the processing of amber at the 

Korallen-Berge. Here traces of an amber workshop were found (blanks of 

amber plates for caskets and amber dust, which remained after the 

processing of raw amber). 

8. Сity Kaliningrad / Königsberg is a hypothetical settlement of those who 

controlled the trade route along the river. Pregola of vigilantes on the 

Tuwangste Upland (“Conangaberg”). Its existence at the turn of the X-XI 

centuries is extrapolated from the data of the Sovkhoznoye / Gr.-

Friedrichsberg burial ground, where related to the activities of high-status 

warriors (leaders) of Scandinavian origin findings were discovered 

(Kulakov V.I., 1999: 222). 

9. The Vetrovo / Ekritten burial ground (Zelenogradsky district of the 

Kaliningrad region) is known for a finding in burial 32 a helmet with gilded 

bronze plates similar to the one found in the Sovkhoznoye / Gr.-

Friedrichsberg burial (see above) (Kulakov V.I., 1999: 222). It is believed 

that such helmets were made by ancient Russian craftsmen. 

10. Burial ground Mezhdurechye / Norkitten (Chernyakhovsky district, 

Kaliningrad region), on the upland of the left bank of the river Pregoli. Here 
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in 1896, when laying a road in the garden of a pharmacist at a depth of up 

to 0.4 m, several objects were found on top of each other (a fragment of a 

sword of the J.P. M type, a pair of tortoise-shaped brooches) without the 

presence of human or other bones. Earlier in the area of this complex, a large 

war ax of the J.P. M, a fragment of a neck torch, a bronze bracelet (rather a 

horseshoe brooch) with wrapped ends, a round pendant (Grunert W., 1938, 

S. 55, 56). 

11. Burial mounds Ulyanovka / Breitenstein. Two mounds were excavated 

in June 1724 by Lieutenant von Gessler in the vicinity of the Breitenstein 

estate on the right bank of the Inster river. In mound 1, two urns were found 

with the remains of cremations, with two rolled swords, with eleven bent 

spearheads, with a shield umbil and other items, indicating the presence of 

two male warriors buried here. In mound 2, the remains of cremations were 

found with two clay biconical spindles, a pair of bracelets, two horseshoe-

shaped fibulae and other implements indicating the presence of the remains 

of two women. The finds made by an inquisitive Prussian officer date these 

mounds to the turn of the X-XI centuries. 

12. Burial ground Rzhevskoe / Linkuhnen (Slavsky district of 

Kaliningrad region). In 1928-1930, at a burial ground located near the 

village, on a hillock on the high left bank of the Neman River, no less than 

1200 ground burials were excavated, mostly containing the remains of 

representatives of the local Skalvian tribe. Three groups of burials with 

chronological significance have been identified. Group 3 (cremations 

performed on the side and placed in the grave in wooden boxes, 

accompanied by attachment vessels to a depth of 0.3 to 0.6 m) is dated 
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according to finds made in her burials, X-XII centuries. As part of these 

complexes, weapons (in one burial - up to 6 swords, often rolled and a lot 

of spearheads) were of Scandinavian origin, decorations were local. The 

abundance of the Linkuhnen grave inventory amazed archaeologists. In the 

1930 season, the total weight of the excavated metal finds reached 5.5 

centners (Engel C., 1930, S. 4). The specificity of Linkuhnen's inventory 

even in the pre-war period allowed the hypothesis of the presence of a 

Scandinavian trading point near the mentioned burial ground to be born. In 

fact, there is no direct evidence of the presence of Scandinavians in 

Linkuhnen / Rzhevsky. 

13. Settlement Žardė (Klaipeda county of Lithuania), included in the 

complex of archaeological sites of the III-XIII centuries, located on the right 

bank of the river. Nemunas, 2.5 km east of the Curonian Lagoon coast and 

includes the settlement, the "suburb", settlement-1 and -2, dating back to the 

1st millennium AD, settlement-3 of the Viking Age and the pre-Order time, 

a burial ground. 

14. The Viešvilė burial ground (Taurage County of Lithuania) is located 

0.8 m north of the river. Neman, on the second above-floodplain terrace of 

its right bank. In 1998, 17 cremations were excavated at the burial ground 

(they contained the remains of male warriors, some in wooden boxes) and 6 

female and children's corpses, containing the remains of the carriers of 

antiquities of the Skalvians. A standard set of grave goods, consisting 

exclusively of swords and spearheads of Scandinavian origin, allowed the 

author of the excavations to conclude that a group of elite warriors existed 

at this point in the area of the Skalvians habitat, who controlled the adjacent 
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section of the Neman trade route (Budvydas U., 2007: 212). The high social 

status of these warriors was emphasized by the presence of swords in their 

graves (rolled up in a roll). 

These points represent the westernmost segment of the route along the 

Neman trade route. Finds all along this segment of rolled swords, which is 

characteristic of the Skalvians tradition, point directly to the representatives 

of the squad from the representatives of this tribe. It was they who exercised 

control over the Neman trade route. 

In 2017, the existence of the Neman trade route received unexpected 

confirmation from the territory of the present-day Ukraine. About 100 km 

south of Kiev, near the village Ostriv (the Ros river basin), there was a 

discovery of a burial ground with corpses was found with a northern 

orientation (Baranov V., Ivakin V., 2018, p. 99). These burials belonged to 

male soldiers up to 40 years old and women. The inventory included twisted 

torcs, horseshoe-shaped brooches, clasps-derivatives of cross-linked 

brooches, “Curonian-type” clasps, bracelets with degraded animal heads in 

the form of tops, spearheads and axes (Fig. 19). The details of the grave 

goods make it possible to date the bulk of the excavated burials of the 11th 

century and to attribute the individuals buried at the burial ground to the 

Curonian ethnocultural community. Preliminary, it can be assumed that part 

of the Curonian squad, not accepting the Prussian influence on the culture 

of the Curonian land that spread at the end of the Viking Age, crossed the 

Neman trade route to the south, to the Middle Dnieper region, where it 

settled on the border of the Kiev land. Here a group of Curonians, who 

preserved paternal cult traditions, implemented in particular in the rite of 
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inhumation (as opposed to the cremation that spread in the historical region 

of Curšiai under the Prussian influence) could enter the service of the Kiev 

princes and exercise control over both the border of the princely possessions 

and the local segment trade route to Byzantium. 

 

1. 

Figure: 19. Inventory of Baltic origin, found during excavations of the Ostriv burial ground (near Kiev). 
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3.  Conclusion. Historical destiny of the population downstream 

Neman. 

 

 

The development of the Western Baltic tribes at the beginning of the 13th 

century was struck by the crusading aggression. In 1231, the knights of the 

Teutonic Order, unwisely summoned by the Polish prince Konrad 

Mazowiecki, began a systematic conquest of the western Baltic lands on the 

right bank of the Vistula River. It ended in 1283 with the conquest of the 

Yatvyag tribe. Many of them, like some of the Prussians, moved to the lands 

of kindred Lithuanians or to the cities of Western Russia. There, the 

Prussians and Yatvingians were accepted into military service by the local 

princes. The Skalvians were raided by troops from Galician Rus and in the 

course of several clashes were defeated by the troops of the Teutonic Order. 

The tribal territory of the Curonians was conquered during the joint 

operations of the Teutonic and Livonian Orders. The last remnants of the 

culture, original customs and language of the Western Balts were recorded 

by local ethnographers at the turn of the 17th-18th centuries. Remnants of 

traditional folklore were known in historical Prussia at the beginning of the 

20th century, when the customs of the extraordinary hospitality of the 

inhabitants of the Amber Region were still preserved. 
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Figure captions for the monograph by V.I. Kulakov's "Prussians, 

Scalvas and Curonians in the Viking Age": 

 

Figure: 1. Tribal territories of the Western Balts in the Viking Age. 

Figure: 2. Reconstruction of the coastal port area of the Truso settlement. 

Figure: 3. Reconstruction of the microregion around the Kaup tract. The 

territory of the burial ground is shown in green. 

Figure: 4. Complexes of objects from female burials in the Kaup tract. 

Figure: 5. The western segment of the Neman trade route. 

Figure: 6. "Prussian lands" in the XIII century. 

Figure: 7. Fibula from the hoard in Skomenten / Skomacko. 

Figure: 8. Wursheit before the sacrifice. 

Figure: 9. Adalbert Bezzenberger. 

Figure: 10. Inventory of burial Li-25/1929 at Linkuhnen / Rzhevskoye 

burial ground. 

Figure: 11. The Paskalwen fortified settlement in the tract. Schalauenburg. 

The plan, taken by I.M. Giza in 1826 

Figure: 12. The central part of the image on the "Strobienen ring". 

Figure: 13. Plan and section of the Yatvyazhsky mound II in the tract. 

Kunterstrauch (near Cranz / Zelenogradsk). 

Figure: 14. Fibula with closed tops in burial K36 burial ground Kl. Kaup. 

Figure: 15. The emblem of the Prussian squad on the tip of the sword 

scabbard from the cultural layer of the Kl./ Kaup burial ground. 

Figure: 16. Distribution in the Baltic States and Eastern Europe of finds of 

parts of the hilts of Curonian swords of the J.P. T I. 
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Figure: 17. Fibula from the treasure on the island. Garbik / Garbik 

(Zelenogradsk, Kaliningrad region). 

Figure: 18. Reconstruction of the "long house" at the Korallen-Berge 

settlement. 

Figure: 19. Inventory of Baltic origin, found during excavations of the 

Ostriv burial ground (near Kiev).  
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List of abbreviations 

 

[No abbreviations have been used in the current translation]  
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4. Appendix: 

Points in the border area of the Kaliningrad region and the Republic 

of Lithuania, associated with the events of the Viking Age finale. 

 

 

1) Kaup forest tract which is located on a kamovaya hill, 3 km. to the 

south of Cranz / Zelenogradsk, within the forest there is a burial mound, 

studied by archaeologists since 1865, surrounded by the remains of a 

settlement of the X-XII centuries. The findings made on Kaupe are 

exhibited in the History and Art Museum (Kaliningrad) and in the Local 

History Museum (Zelenogradsk). 

The eponymous settlement Kaup is located 15 km from the historic Kaup. 

The Viking village Kaup is an attempt to recreate the life and structure of 

the settlement that existed in this area 1000 years ago. 

www.Kaup39.ru  
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2) The Hünenberg / Donnerberg tract ("Mountain of the Giants / Mountain 

of Thunder"), located on a dune hill, on the southern outskirts of Neukuhren 

/ Pionersky, the northern part of the hill is occupied by an early century 

settlement, the rest of the dune is a ground burial ground of the 4th-5th 

centuries. AD, undergoing archaeological excavations since 1943. The finds 

made on the "Mountain of Giants" are exhibited in the "Rantava" 

(Pionersky) Museum. 

 

3) Settlement Alknicken / Zaostrovye, located on the eastern outskirts of 

Pionerskoye, contains an early Iron Age burial mound. In the end. XIX 

century. one mound was excavated; its embankment was subsequently 

restored. 
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4) The village of Strobjehnen / Kulikovo - the place of discovery in 1798 of 

the famous golden "ring from Strobienen", which was a cult artifact 

(sacrifice) to the local Gods, made by order of the Prussians by an Avar 

master and displaying on its surface the mythological plot of the battle 
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between the Prussians and the inhabitants of the Mazurians , which occurred 

at the turn of the VII-VIII centuries somewhere on the coast of the river. 

Allе / Łyna / Lava. 

 

 

https://truevirtualtours.com/ru/panorama/3456/360view 

 

  

5) Settlement Pobehten / Romanovo - Prussian settlement of the XI-XIII 

centuries. Hahnhenberg (German for “Petushka Mountain”) on the shore of 

the lake, located east of the Romanovo-Pionersky road, on the slope of the 

watershed between the Alknikker and Pobeter Melnichny streams. The site 

of this settlement has a trapezoidal shape, from the south-western side it is 

fortified with a rampart up to 3.2 m high and two moats. Between 1261 and 

1267 here the battle of the Prussians with the order knights took place, in 

which, according to Peter von Dussburg, 5,000 local residents died. 

 

https://truevirtualtours.com/ru/panorama/3517/360view 

 

6) The village of Grünhof / Roshchino, where in 1322 a "knight's court" was 

built, where the forced Prussians were forced to look after the horses of their 

enemies. Nowadays, this former order economy in the form of a long, squat 

structure, rectangular in plan, has been preserved almost intact. It is 

important to note that in the post-war years, this medieval stable was used 

by the collective farm. M.I. Kalinin for its original purpose. 

https://truevirtualtours.com/ru/panorama/3456/360view
https://truevirtualtours.com/ru/panorama/3517/360view
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7) Zelenogradsk - (formerly Cranz). In 1282 here, on the site of a Prussian 

fishing village called Pillkoppen (Prussian. "Coastal settlement"), the 

village of Kranta-Krug (mixed Prussian-German "Tavern on the shore") was 

built. It served the road leading from Königsberg along the Curonian Spit to 

Klaipeda (formerly Memelburg). Fearing the raids of the Lithuanians, who 

often attacked Sambia along the aforementioned spit, the crusaders in 1283 

built the castle Neuhaus (“New House”) in the present tract of Zaton (1.5 

km south-east of the city of Zelenogradsk). A customs station appeared near 

this castle in the 16th century, next to which a tavern called Glomsack 

immediately appeared, which died in a fire around 1813.  
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8) Village Rossitten / Rybachy. The Teutonic Order in 1372 on the eastern 

outskirts of the cape, now occupied by the village, built the Rossitten castle. 

There is a legend that the castle was founded on the site of a Prussian 

sanctuary with the name Rosa, and the idol that stood there was overthrown. 

Ernst Theodor Amadeus Hoffmann used the legend of the castle when 

writing the "Mayorat" short story. 

https://www.airpano.ru/360photo/kurshskaya-kosa-

russia/?startscene=9&ath=-455.637&atv=33.193&fov=87.91  

 

https://www.airpano.ru/360photo/kurshskaya-kosa-russia/?startscene=9&ath=-455.637&atv=33.193&fov=87.91
https://www.airpano.ru/360photo/kurshskaya-kosa-russia/?startscene=9&ath=-455.637&atv=33.193&fov=87.91
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9) Settlement Sarkau / Lesnoy - to the northeast of the village of recreation, 

the Curonian Spit is cut by a rampart made of sand to a height of up to 2 m. 

This rampart is connected with a nearby channel that cuts the spit. This canal 

in the Viking Age was an alternative to the Brokist Strait, located northeast 

of Zelenogradsk. 

 

https://www.airpano.ru/360photo/kurshskaya-kosa-

russia/?startscene=9&ath=-455.637&atv=33.193&fov=87.91 

 

 

 

 

https://www.airpano.ru/360photo/kurshskaya-kosa-russia/?startscene=9&ath=-455.637&atv=33.193&fov=87.91
https://www.airpano.ru/360photo/kurshskaya-kosa-russia/?startscene=9&ath=-455.637&atv=33.193&fov=87.91
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10) Nidden / Nida, a group of sites at the end of the 3rd millennium BC, was 

abandoned by Indo-European settlers who were fishing here. 

Archaeological excavations of these sites were carried out by R. Rimantene. 

 

https://www.airpano.ru/360photo/kurshskaya-kosa-

lithuania/?startscene=6&ath=-326.122&atv=33.104&fov=98.46 

 

11) Schwarzort / Jodkrante ("Witch Mountain"). When deepening the bay 

in 1861-1882. here was found a treasure of amber products of the Neolithic-

Early Bronze Age, which was a sacrifice to the local Gods. 

https://www.airpano.ru/360photo/kurshskaya-kosa-lithuania/?startscene=6&ath=-326.122&atv=33.104&fov=98.46
https://www.airpano.ru/360photo/kurshskaya-kosa-lithuania/?startscene=6&ath=-326.122&atv=33.104&fov=98.46
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https://www.airpano.ru/360photo/kurshskaya-kosa-

lithuania/?startscene=6&ath=-326.122&atv=33.104&fov=98.46 

 

12) Polangen / Palanga, location of Birutes-Kalnas, an early medieval 

Curonian sanctuary. In 1161, King Waldemar I of Denmark landed here 

https://www.airpano.ru/360photo/kurshskaya-kosa-lithuania/?startscene=6&ath=-326.122&atv=33.104&fov=98.46
https://www.airpano.ru/360photo/kurshskaya-kosa-lithuania/?startscene=6&ath=-326.122&atv=33.104&fov=98.46
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with the aim of conquering the Curonian Spit as an important part of the 

Baltic coastal trade route. This mission was unsuccessful. 

 

13) Kretingen / Kretinga, from the XIII century. this settlement, located at 

the boundary between the tribal areas of the Curonians and Samogitians. 

The finds obtained during the excavation of the burial ground located here 

are presented in the exposition of the local museum. 
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14) Karklė, an ancient village of Curonian fishermen is located here, now 

turned into an open-air ethnographic museum (skansen). A local natural 

landmark is the Dutch Hat sand dune (24.4 m above sea level). 

 

 

15) Klaipėda, settlements and earthen burial grounds which is left by the 

Curonians and their ancestors from the first centuries of our era have been 

archaeologically investigated in the urban environs. The findings made 

during the excavations are currently exhibited in the City Museum of 

Lithuania Minor. The first castle in 1252 on the site of the present. the 

cities were founded by the knights of the Livonian Order. 
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https://www.airpano.ru/360photo/kurshskaya-kosa-

lithuania/?startscene=6&ath=-326.122&atv=33.104&fov=98.46 

 

 

 

 

https://www.airpano.ru/360photo/kurshskaya-kosa-lithuania/?startscene=6&ath=-326.122&atv=33.104&fov=98.46
https://www.airpano.ru/360photo/kurshskaya-kosa-lithuania/?startscene=6&ath=-326.122&atv=33.104&fov=98.46

